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"commit suicide right
there in the bathroom"
Ministry to an at-risk demographic is often the story
of tough slugging and sometimes, little fruit. You pour in
on a consistent basis without
always seeing the positive
results you would like to see.
But then you get treated to a
story that makes your heart
come alive and you realize,
“this is why we are here!”
This is one of those stories. It
was hand written by a Jr High
boy of ours named Kareem.
We had asked a few students
to just write a few lines about
how FOUNDATION had impacted their lives. He went
above and beyond our exp e c t a t i o n s . We a l t e r e d
names in this story to give
anonymity.
These are his
words, and he writes with
passion and at times hyperbole. But it gives a window

into his life and what this
space means to him.
He
gave permission for us to
share in this context.
“How Foundation impacted
my life.
To most, The Foundation Youth
Centre, is a place to kick
back, relax and enjoy the
goods and services brought
on by volunteers and leaders
who work their fingers to the
bone to make possible for the
benefit of us youth.
{continued on next page}
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Before Foundation I was lonely. I had
nothing to do after school except go
home to receive grief from unhappy
parents who were never satisfied;
while maintaining being a good role
model to my younger siblings, I
would get harassed by my older siblings. The sky always seemed dark
and gloomy while I had no freedom
to do anything. I couldn't express an
opinion, act how I was most comfortable and I couldn’t play sports
outside of school in the little free time
that was given to me. I was threatened by school peers because of
how I was performing in school
teams.
This all led to an October night where
I was home alone at 8:00 pm locked
in the bathroom trying to overcome
a whirlpool of emotions. I was deciding whether or not I should continue
with this crappy situation or if I could
have an easy way out and commit
suicide right there in the bathroom.
My instinct told me it was a silly idea
and I went to bed early that night.
The next morning I went to school
and during class a great friend Darren explained this dream building. It
was in my head all day and after the

last bells rung he walked me there
and guided me through the
building. Dunking on the shortened
basketball nets did wonders for my
self-esteem and the food was top
notch. everything was just perfect.

“

They gave me a safe
place to talk and
come play hockey

“

Foundation has tutoring from the University level, an indoor basketball
court with adjustable nets, free food
from some of the best local cooks, a
PS4 with 2K and pool tables and
couches. This place is a dream building located minutes away from my
school. I am so grateful for the introduction of this heaven-like place I’ve
been given. I am also privileged to
call this a home away from home.

The leaders welcomed me and respected me as if I was royalty and
their kindness and positive attitudes
impacted how I perceive the world
and as I went home that day I was
positive. I didn’t let anything take
away my newfound happiness and it
shocked my parents and inspired
them to change to the straight and
narrow.

· IN THE
“Right now, Canada isn’t the best
place in the world for children to
grow up in. In fact, it’s not even in
the top 20,” Alli Truesdell, UNICEF
Canada’s Youth Participation
Lead, said in a recent news release.
In wealthy countries, we need to
be measuring things far beyond
basic needs, though these are not

I went the day after on Tuesday and
when I got home my mom and dad
both got jobs. With their well paying
jobs they now have free time in
which they both used to learn how
to drive. My father finished his previously started quest for a license and
this October is when my mother is
getting her license and it will also be
my one year anniversary of attending Foundation. A year ago I was a
mere whisper being carried by the
wind and now I am a tree who is
open to the sun and stands his
ground as the wind tries its hardest to
push him away from where he wants
to be.
Foundation changed me
from an empty boy with no values
and only peers who dragged me
down to a well rounded teen who
believes and values positive things
with peers that lead me in the right
direction with a positive, kind hearted
family who give back to the community.
All this fortune and change happened after a new mindset/ attitude
that was instilled in my brain after
watching the generosity of the leaders while enjoying what Foundation
has to offer. This then inspired family
to change for the better. I have to
say that FOUNDATION is like a second
home which I admire and show gratitude towards. I always like to imagine what life would be like if Darren
was sick that day or never mentioned it to me.”
Kareem - Foundation Youth

ANDREW HANSEN
FOUNDATION YOUTH CENTRE MANAGER

NEWS ·

very fairly distributed. For young
people, wellbeing is much broader. Just as important as their physical health and school grades are
the quality of their relationships,
and access to safe spaces where
they feel respected and like they
belong.
And that doesn’t always happen
in today’s society. Parents work

hard to provide their children with
physical necessities as well as entertainment items to keep them
happy, but the report indicates
youth need more than that. They
also need a sense of connecting
that comes from safe and supportive relationships. “
-Lethbridge Herald - Aug 24, 2017

“it means being in a safe environment full of people you can trust
when sometimes home isn't safe or is just out right BORING!!!”
at YUE would like to take the opportunity to inform you a little better about the type of support you
are providing the youth we work
with. The best way to explain how
you are supporting youth is through
our mission statement: YUE invests
in the lives of all young people by
providing holistic care, mentoring
relationships, safe communities,
and opportunities to give
back. These four pillars of support
are based around significant factors in youth resiliency. Resiliency is
the ability youth have to successfully overcome their personal
struggles. At YUE we have focused
on resiliency factors that are often
missing for youth who are seen to
be "at risk". We desire to see all
youth explore their unique potential and discover hope as they realize the positive impact they can
make in their world.
The first pillar we would like to share
with you is SAFE COMMUNITIES. As
you read over this newsletter you
will find many quotes from YUE
youth describing what safe community means to them and the role
YUE plays in providing it. Firstly, safe
community means providing
places for youth to feel like they
belong. Belonging is one of the key
needs we have as people, feeling
like we are not just isolated individuals but a part of a larger connection of people. It really does seem
like this aspect of human belong-

ing is under direct attack by our
current societal values. The fact
that so many of our gadgets are
made for the enjoyment of individual pleasure - iPads, iPods, some
gaming, many forms of social media and entertainment. Some
would argue that they are "connecting" through multi-player
games, Facebook, etc, but the
reality is there is very little real social
interaction in these mediums. We
long to see youth develop real significant relationships with their
peers and our staff and volunteers.
Learning to talk and listen - feeling
like someone cares.

“

“

Over the next few newsletters, we

It’s LIKE HOME HERE
Another huge aspect of "safe
communities" for us at YUE is the
idea that all our youth can be
themselves and be free to be
themselves without negative
feedback. There is an unbelievable
amount of bullying and cyber-bullying that occurs among today's
youth and so much of it is with
words. Harmful words, destructive
words. We work hard to create
spaces that are not just free of
these types of words but instead
are replaced by words that are
supportive, encouraging and accepting. All of our programs are
inclusive, meaning we accept all
youth without any barriers, and this

kind of positive affirmation needs
to be available for each one.
A third aspect of "safe communities" that has an impact on more
than just young lives, is the idea of
providing a constructive place for
youth to inhabit, especially during
the most challenging times of the
day. Our youth centres are primarily run during after-school hours - in
the 3pm to 6pm range. This time
period is when most juvenile crime
occurs as youth populate the
streets after school is out and before parents get home. Because
we provide unique opportunities
for youth to explore their potential
during these hours, youth have
something positive to fill their time,
and are not left to finding "harmful"
ways to cure their boredom. YUE is
not just concerned about transforming individual teen lives, but
also about transforming communities, making our communities safer
for all.
We hope that as you continue to
learn more about how Youth Unlimited reaches youth, you will get a
greater sense of the impact you
are having in transforming young
lives. Your on-going support in providing safe communities for young
people, through YUE, is an important aspect of bringing hope to
young people. Thank you and God
bless.

GARY HIGGS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

START A TEAM · JOIN A TEAM · SPONSOR · DONATE · VOLUNTEER
This fall, Youth Unlimited Edmonton is participating in the Ride for Refuge,
a non-competitive bicycling and walking fundraiser with locations across
Canada. We’re joining with hundreds of other charitable partners like us
who care for displaced, vulnerable and exploited people.
Our goal is to raise $40,000 to transform young lives by providing mentoring, safe communities, holistic care, and opportunities for youth to
give back.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
visit: rideforrefuge.org/location/edmonton
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